
 

Q4 Active Circuit Class Descriptions 

The Q4 Active Circuit involves performing exercise activities in six (6) different circuit stations. Those stations are: (1) Strength and Power; (2) Core, Balance, 
and Stability; (3) Heart Rate Training; (4) Speed, Agility, and Quickness; (5) Mobility and Flexibility, and (6) Brain Training. All stations are visited in every circuit class, 
each class begins with a warm-up of the body and brain, and each class ends with a cooldown. The circuit portion of class involves performing movement or exercise 
for a specific amount of time (e.g., 60s), resting for a specific amount of time (e.g., 30s), and repeating, or rotating to a new station to perform a new activity. Class 
participants typically assign themselves to a small subgroup (i.e., 4 persons max per station), and that subgroup completes the circuit together. There is no waiting 
for a group in front of you, and there is no pressure from a group behind you. Below are the various classes presently being offered: 

Agile Not Fragile 

Agility and fragility are terms that can apply to both the body and the mind. Agility is the ability to move and change direction quickly, and easily. It can be used to 
describe someone who is able to think and react quickly, also known as being, “quick on one’s feet.” In contrast, fragility can be defined as being delicate, brittle, 
easily broken, shattered, or frail. We want the former, not the latter. Speaking of ladders, you’ll perform a series of agility ladder drills to improve your footwork. 
You’ll be asked to go down to the ground and perform spinal mobility through flexion and extension exercises done on your hands and knees, and you’ll perform 
bridges to strengthen your posterior (e.g., glutes, erector spinae). For your brain, you’ll seek out matched pairs of dice on the SMARTFit® Pro Trainer Wall, and 
when not successful, must turn around, walk or quickly step away, and then return to take another shot a finding a match. 

Over The Rainbow 

What's your favorite color? Maybe it's emerald, like the forest of OZ? Chances are this class will feature your favorite in this feast for your eyes, bringing in many 
colors of the spectrum to stimulate your brain, and challenge your body. Chase your assigned color in the Brain Training station using the SMARTFit Training wall, 
then just try and walk away from the Strength and Power station. Large resistance bands placed around your waist will make that quite difficult will make it 
difficult to escape. Our blue BOSU balls will be involved in the Core Balance and Stability station, your heart rate may soar high like the wicked witch's flying 
monkeys in the heart rate training station, and you'll also perform trunk rotations using your assigned colored resistance tube. Getting low to the ground is an 
activity of daily living for many, like when you are playing on the ground with your grandkids, or picking up after little pets, or pulling garden weeds. In the 
Mobility/Flexibility station you are going to be picking up small plastic cups of various colors, and you'll be surprised at how challenging and fun it can be. There's 
a treasure at the end of this rainbow and it's called longevity. 

Preparing For Impact 

It's no big secret that the risk of falling—and fall-related problems—rises with age. More than one in four people age 65 years or older fall each year. Falls are a 
common reason for trips to the emergency room and for hospital stays among older adults, and many of these hospital visits are for fall-related, impact fractures. 
Having healthy muscles and bones won’t necessarily prevent a fall, but if you do happen to fall, you can lower your risk of fractures by PREPARING your body FOR 
the IMPACT of a fall. This class is designed to do just that. 

Re-Action Potential 

This class primarily focuses on improving your reaction time, overall movement speed, and power (i.e., the ability to move or lift weights at fast speeds), all of 
which are important in reducing your risk of falling. Class always begins with a warm-up for both the body and the brain. You will cycle through all six circuit stations, 
including the use of battle ropes, performing incline planks, and getting your feet to move quickly with control, all while systematically elevating and lowering your 
heart rate (i.e., interval training) for a terrific heart rate training experience. Class concludes with a cool-down and some light flexibility training. 



 

Thanks for the Memories 

You may recall that a legendary entertainer chose the song, “Thanks for the Memories” as his anthem during the Q4 of his life. That entertainer was Bob Hope, 
and speaking of hope, you don’t want to rely on hope in order to remember the important sign posts, both large and small, on the road that is your life. You must 
continually challenge and develop your memory skills just as you must continually challenge your muscles and bones to stay strong and nimble. In this class, we 
will play fun memory games, trivia, and more while we simultaneously physically challenge our bodies. Dynamic variable resistance training (DVRT), and low 
hurdles are also introduced to replicate obstacles you frequently encounter on a daily basis. 

Ten HUT! 

“Ten HUT!,” (or "Huh-Tennn-HUT!"), is a command that means, "Come to attention." Not just a cue to pay attention with your brain, but it's also a cue to adopt a 
certain physical posture. This class focuses on the cognitive domain of attention, and also emphasizes a certain attentive physical posture (i.e., body position) while 
performing the activities of the circuit. This is not a boot camp, but you should be prepared to stand (or sit) up at attention, lifting your chest, and tucking your chin 
while chasing targets around the SMARTFit® Pro Trainer Wall, putting together combinations of boxing-related punches, and more. 

Three’s Company 

Jack, Chrissy, and Janet always had fun together, and so will you and your fellow Q4 Active "roommates." The theme of this class is the number three (3). You'll 
chase multiples of "3" around the SmartFit Pro Trainer Wall, and generally perform three repetitions of a specific activity before switching to another activity. We'll 
use the Flexline cable station, dumbbells, Y-bells, sand bells, slam balls, weighted balls, and more. Mostly, we'll have fun (which just happens to be a three-letter 
word). 

Walking the Plank 

Argh! Jack Sparrow, pirate captain of the Black Pearl, understood the importance of balance, lest he should peril. With his excellent footwork, and trusty cutlass, 
he stayed aboard his ship and avoided peril. Balance is key to not falling, and it involves three primary systems of your body: Visual, Vestibular, and Proprioceptive. 
In Walking the Plank, you’ll work on foot and ankle mobility and sensibility which will help you to perform amazing acts of balance, traversing a narrow beam while 
doing your best not to fall into the abyss (Note: actual beam is just 1” off the ground). You won’t swing a cutlass, but you will use a Bodyblade® to harness the 
power of vibration and inertia and create rapid muscular contractions. Trust us, you need this. At the SmartFit wall, you will knock out the lights as if you were 
battling other buccaneers. What’s the booty of this class? Balance and stability, upper body and core strength, and mental quickness. 

ZUMBA Gold® 

This class is for older active adults, beginners, and people with limited movement capabilities. It is considered low impact, and low-to-moderate intensity. All 
elements of fitness are addressed including cardiovascular conditioning, strength training, balance, flexibility, and more! 

*Sandbox 

The sandbox is a metaphor for a place where one plays without consequence, and where one rebuilds successive imperfect attempts at creating something fabulous 
and new. It is an environment where one can experiment and bring visions to life. This class has no formal description, as it will always be something different. A 
surprise to the senses. Experience the creativity of our Q4 Active circuit coaches as we build new classes right before your very eyes. Welcome to Q4 Active’s 
sandbox. *Note: This class is scheduled on an irregular basis. 



 

Q4 Active Circuit Class Coaches and Personal Trainers 

Ana Jara 

Ana is a certified personal trainer through the International Sport Sciences Association (ISSA), has been a group fitness professional and personal trainer for more 
than two years, and has worked as a Physical Therapist Aide where she worked with clients having a variety of musculoskeletal conditions. She’s also earned a 
degree in Social and Behavioral Sciences, the knowledge from which she directly applies to her the classes she coaches. Ana keeps active by participating in 
tennis, swimming, kickboxing, and of course, resistance training. Ana has some nursing background, and is also a Certified Dental Assistant which may explain her 
terrific smile. Ana is bilingual, being fluent in both English and Spanish. Ana most recently renewed her CPR and AED certifications in July 2023. 

Gayellen Davis 

I'm Gayellen Davis, I live in Woodland Hills, CA and I absolutely love teaching Zumba classes. The reason is simple: Every class feels like a party! I have taught at 
Senior Living complexes and centers in the San Fernando and Conejo Valleys. I particularly fell in love with teaching for the assisted living communities, but I soon 
realized I could have a significant impact a bit further upstream. In other words, before assistance with activities of daily living become necessary. Zumba Gold® is 
for everyone who would like a low impact form of Zumba®.  This format is well-suited for older active adults, beginners, those with balance and/or mobility 
issues, or anyone looking for a low impact, low-to-moderate intensity exercise option. 

Rick Feldman 

Rick earned his BS in Sport Sciences from Ohio University, and has 33 years of experience. Rick maintains academic credentials as a Certified Personal Trainer 
(CPT) from the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM), is a Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT) with the Yoga Alliance, and is a Certified Wellness Professional 
(CWP). Rick most recently renewed his CPR and AED certifications in July 2023. 

Rowena Ilagan 

After her mother developed Alzheimer's Disease, and more recently due to her brother's stroke, Rowena has turned her professional attention to working with 
older adults, and she guides activities classes at Sunrise Assisted Living Residences in both Santa Monica and Panorama City. She has experience in combining 
physical fitness with brain training, and is currently enrolled in a Cognitive Stimulation Certification course developed by well-known gerontologist Dr. Rob 
Winningham. Rowena is also drawn to the world of medical fitness, and enjoys working with clients who live with chronic disease and other medical conditions. 
Rowena is quite well-rounded. She is ZUMBA certified since 2021, and even integrates Savate (i.e., French Kickboxing) and Thai boxing occasionally into the 
routines. and obtained CPR certification in January 2024. Rowena has a B.A. in Chemistry from Occidental College, and has worked in the field for over 15 years, 
including a stint testing NFL and NCAA athletes for steroids and stimulants through UCLA Olympic Lab. She assisted in lab set-up and testing at the University of 
Utah during the Salt Lake City Winter Olympics, 2002. 

David Le 

David first came across a fitness specialist program while attending Moorpark College. He completed that program, and continues his studies at Cal State 
University, Northridge (CSUN), finishing up his bachelor's degree in Kinesiology, with an emphasis on Applied Physical Fitness. David will soon earn his certificate 
as a Certified Brain Health Trainer from the Functional Aging Institute. David has worked with various physical therapy clinics, experiences that have taught him 
that focusing on physical rehabilitation, physical health, physical fitness and physical performance can only take one so far, and that the most underrated 
component of longevity is brain health. 



 

Lee Levy 

Lee Levy fell in love with Zumba in 2005 after her second child was born.  She found a way to stay healthy, fit, and have fun dancing to beautiful Latin tunes. 
Today she enjoys teaching beginner and intermediate Zumba classes to anyone who wants to just “take a break from it all!”  Her motto is “Just come and have 
fun, no judgement, move to great music, and make a new friend!”  Take her class and get addicted to fun!  When Lee is not teaching Zumba, you will find her 
doing any of her other hobbies which include belly dancing, photography, and having a great time with family and friends. 

Patricia Soley 

Pat Soley has over 30 years of experience as a fitness professional in the fitness industry.  She has held a variety of management positions for the likes of Equinox, 
the Sports Club/LA, and the Bay Club Company.  Pat has instructed all sorts of group exercise classes including Spinning® and pilates mat, and she has done so in a 
variety of settings, such as in-home, large health and country clubs, boutique fitness studios, and more. Pat most recently renewed her CPR and AED 
certifications in July 2023. 


